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Researching and expressing a memory of place

ABSTRACT

My degree project At Peace on The Carpet and Curious in The Garden Pond evolves around the 
memory of a specific place of my personal past and the issues of translating a poetic inner memory 
into a concrete outer expression. Thus also relating to the artistic practice and the critical choices 
made when bringing out ideas as visual communication.

The subject of study is the house of my grandparents, which I parted from 17 years ago. 
Not a notable place in any way: A common Danish house from the 1920s, containing common 
1950s interior, which common people used to live their lives in. But none the less an important 
place to me as an individual, since the place exists in me as a compressed notion of certain 
emotions and values.
 I have thus been very interested in the commonness of the phenomena ‘memory of place’. 
How all of us carry places within us, that we constantly relate back to. Not only places of our early 
years, but various places that we pass through in our lives. Especially two aspects of the phenom-
ena ‘memory of place’ have appeared as significant to me: As a remembrance of being physically 
there at that time, which ensures that we understand ourselves as continuous identities existing 
across the flow of time. But also: The phenomena understood as a tool that structures our personal 
experiences by constantly creating links between certain insights and the physical context where 
these insights were achieved.

In this connection I have mainly been focusing on the role that the body plays when remembering 
place. How my memory of place is strongly situational and connected to a tactile and visual sensa-
tion of certain materials. I remember lying there on the floor: The sensation of the carpet under 
my body and the feeling of contemplation. I remember sitting there against the wooden panel 
wall: The warm material against my back and a feeling of being at peace. And I remember moving 
through the garden: The greenery passing over/under/around me and the feelings of interest and 
exploration.
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INTRODUCTION
A Work of Place Memory - Descriptive brief on the outcome and report content 

THE (EXHIBITED) WORK: At peace on the carpet and curious in the garden pond is an interactive 
installation expressing a bodily perception of my memory of a specifc place. I have chosen to 
divide the place (and thus the work) into two essential spheres – interior and exterior - that 
complement each other as my composite understanding of the place in my memory. 
 First sphere is the one of the house – a static place connected to emotions of dwelling (in 
other words: peace/contemplation) - which take on the form of three small houses with interiors 
of materials remembered through ‘tactile sensing’ in my memory. It is thus a sphere connected to 
the tactility of my memory. The viewer is able to interact with the houses by resting its head in the 
interior and additionally resting its body on a ‘furniture like’ object of the same materiality. 
 The second sphere is the one of the surrounding garden – a dynamic place connected to 
the emotions of discovery (in other words: interest/exploration) – which take on the form of an 
animation. The film is also created from the sensed materiality of my memory, but with an empha-
sis on visuality. The animation will be projected in human scale onto the wall and over the houses, 
so that the viewer here interact by being in the middle of the dynamic visual sphere.

THE REPORT: To describe my path towards this output I will introduce the bigger lines of conside-
ration regarding my process in the following section, but will not go further into the process of my 
first part of the project. (A description of this can be found in the extra appendixA1). After this sec-
tion I will present the two research questions, where the first was my starting point, whereas the 
latter is the one of focus in the report, since it mirrors my practical outcome of the project, which 
was exhibited at the spring exhibition. I will then move into my research studies and provide a 
short account on what I have found interesting in relation to my project in the phenomenological 
approach to memory of place and specifcally in the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard’s theory 
of ‘the oneiric house’. This will again progress into a description of my practical process, where my 
choices are supported by the previous theoretical abstract, and will finally end with a more 
thorough description of the end result.

Memory of Place - Introduction to the general project decisions

I will start out with the hypothetical sentence, which has determined the outcome of my project:  
We all dwell in places of our past as well as we all are carriers of place. This might seem like a con-
tradictory claim: How can we be there and at the same time be here containing what was there? 
None the less, this complex phenomenon turned out to be the main focus of my master’s project, 
where I have been looking into the subject memory of place. The object of study has been a spe-
cific place from my own past: 
 My grandparents house and garden in Denmark, which was sold when I was 12 years old. 
Something that happened in direct connection to me entering my early teens and which possibly 
made the parting appear even stronger to me. I was against this - the place felt like an actual part 
of me. 
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And as an attempt not to forget anything I went to the place just before it was passed on to the 
new owners and ‘documented’ the site from the far end of the deep garden and into the corners 
of the house with my film-camera. 
 Although, I cannot recall looking at these photos ever after. They were soon left to live 
their own ‘evidential’ life on the pages of my photo album. Instead of the photographic way of 
remembering another type of memory took over: An inner memory of the place. (Maybe it was 
there all along as a feeling of the atmosphere of the place?) It is this memory that my project has 
been circulating around. Firstly by looking at the objective appearance of this inner memory and 
how to express it in an outer form (the frst part, described in the appendix). And later by looking 
at this type of inner memory as a sensed-based (with focus on tactility + visuality) feeling of place 
connected to emotions and experiences of a certain moment. But again with the aim of express-
ing this in an outer representation. 

Here the initial hypothesis can be linked to my personal memory: What I found out through my 
studies was that my memory appeared as a felt essence of the place represented by a remem-
brance of material closeness, rather than a precise and detailed knowledge of interior and exterior. 
When concluding on the frst part of the project I thus reasoned that my memory was fragmented 
and changeable. It did not take long for me to realize that it was no realistic ‘evidence’ on the 
existence of the place to others than myself. Just as persons of the same situation take in their 
surroundings from a personal point of view, this was also the case for my early experience of this 
place. And what I did selectively remember was furthermore no total memory in means of detail. 
It was changeable in relation to the way I would approach it, which meant that if I wanted to get 
an overview of the place, then I would see it from a birds perspective. If I wanted to remember 
details, then my memory (or more precisely: imagination) would present images appearing almost 
like flm settings to me, where the details would be props to move around or to even change. And 
fnally – if I wanted to go into my emotional relation to the place, then I would actually fnd myself 
there and I would feel the closeness of the rooms and outside space. It was this latter ‘true’ emo-
tional memory that appeared most interesting to me.

If I was to focus on the memory of the place that had an actual ‘honest’ function to me in the pres-
ent – and to answer to the wish of the photographing 12 year old me - then I would have to stay 
very true to my feelings about the place and thus make the project a subjective project about 
what the place has meant for the person I am today. Something that I initially avoided, since I was 
afraid of becoming nostalgic, but that I fnally overcame, as I realized that the place had been a very 
defining place for the present me in its positive qualities. And that a positive aspect of the past not 
necessarily becomes nostalgia. It would easily turn out as a distant representation of a place that 
could be anywhere or could be pure imagination, would I approach the topic otherwise. (Not that 
I neglect the fact that imagination is a part of our memory and what keeps it alive to us as a poetic 
image, which I will elaborate on later in relation to Bachelard). Therefore my natural focus has been 
to look at how I have preserved this place in my memory as a subjective truth.

Here once again I return to the initial sentence: Half way through the project I discovered that the 
memories of strongest emotional impact was the memories of physical involvement. 
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These inner visions of the place were (or are) not ‘just’ visions, but an actual bodily ‘experience’. 
I can recall the feeling of being there. I dwell in this place of the past through my senses. 
But at the same time I am here in the present and know that this is just a feeling kept inside me. I 
am thus also carrying the place with me as a reference for my identity. I was there, I experienced 
that. A reference which might be triggered in the present when I come across sun falling on a grey 
carpet or wooden panel-walls providing a warm leaning foundation. The place then manifests 
itself as compressed emotion. I am not always carried back to the place as an actual setting, but 
somehow re-experience the essence of a valuable emotion gained at the place. In other words – I 
am in a constant flux from past to present with my senses as the steering wheel. This is why the 
initial claim might not be that contradictory after all: Somehow my senses makes me capable of 
being both here and there at the same time.

Approaching the Field Memory of Place - Research questions 

With this sum-up in mind I will return to the starting point which brought me through the previous 
considerations - the research questions and their development. The research question formulated 
initially was:

1. What does my present memory of the place look like 
and how do I visually express this in a form/look?

But although – as mentioned - this question served as a base for the frst half of my project, it was 
replaced by another by mid-term, when I realized how important a role materiality played in my 
memory. To ‘mimic’ the materiality of my memory through two-dimensional drawings/paintings 
or other pictorial representations would only bring a distance to the centre of my project. In other 
words: I would have to work with ‘real’ materials and the references they hold for me. Just as well 
as I would be depending on involving the senses of the viewer in the work in order to fully com-
municate the core of my memory. My second research question thus sounded:

2. How can I – through an installation - illustrate the material qualities of my memory
and their link to the subjective values I ascribe to the place?

A question that called for certain under-questions, as I would need to pin down those subjective 
values as a frst step:  What kind of memory scenarios appear as emotionally prominent? 
And what emotions would I connect to these situations? 
 As well as: Which materials are present in these memories as carriers of value? Three ques-
tions, that I will follow up on in the section describing my process. Although in the next section 
I will make a brief halt at the theoretical research on memory of place as a sensed-based pheno-
mena. I know that this might seem like an abrupt action, which it also is, since my practical studies 
and theoretical research has been much more intertwined in actuality. But to ease the pedagogi-
cal structure of the report I will make use of this progress. 
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RESEARCH
Researching Memory of Place I – About memory of place as an anchor for identity

There is much written on how materiality plays a role for the memory of place in the present: 
How sense-triggers makes the (involuntary) memory to bring us back into place (as – for instance 
- Marcel Proust deals with in In Search of Lost Time, published 1913 - 27), as well as monuments 
of collective memory (The Berlin Wall1, New York Tenant Houses2 and so on). But there is not much 
literature to be found on the materiality of the memory in itself as an inner appearance that exists 
in us as a constant reminder of the past. On how we remember bodily and especially why we do  
so. Although one who does touch this subject is Dylan Trigg in his book The Memory of Place – A 
Phenomenology of the Uncanny from 2012. One thing that Trigg stresses – and which I have found 
interesting in connection to my work as a general refection – is the way the bodily memory of 
place works as an anchor in time for our identities:

Trigg points at the existential value that memory of place has as a defining factor for ones identity 
when connecting to emotional insights of the past: That you are able to know that you were there 
and you felt that through your ability to recall the physical feeling of the place. And as a condition 
for this ‘anchoring’ to take place Trigg stresses the term embodiment, which he describes as our 
bodies being a first point of contact with the world. 
 That we always are ‘in place’ through our bodies – at a given position in relation to our 
surroun-dings like below/over/in/on. But also, that our bodies are constant centres of material 
sensation. Have we thus once linked the bodily perception of a place to emotional insight, then 
the memory of the place will exist in us like a compressed entity of materialism and emotion. 
All together this means that the memory of place as a bodily remembrance is something which is 
closely linked to experience - and especially emotional experience. 
 Something I think connects well with my previous description of my most ‘honest’ memo-
ries as the ones of emotional impact that are linked to certain situations of material closeness. 
Trigg’s phenomenological theory thus underlines the thought that was the sum-up on my initial 
process and which is described in the under-questions of the research question: That I need to 
travel bodily back ‘in place’ in order to analyse what kind of emotions the situations that occur 
strong to me represent. And furthermore, to look at the materials that I recall from these situations 
and which thus acts as the foundation of my memory of the place.

“(…) they (our bodies) do also reproduce pleasurable, traumatic, and indifferent ex-
periences that we have undergone in the past, all of which conspire to reinforce or 
undermine our conception of self-hood.[…] Our bodies not only orient us, but also 
serve as the basis for an entire history, at all times producing a self that strives towards 
continuity through retaining and returning to places. (...)” 3 (Italics by me)

1   Otto, Lene & Kragelund, Minna. Materialitet og Dannelse – En studiebog, 2012, p.35
2   Cresswell, Tim. Place – a short introduction. 2011, p. 30.
3   Trigg, Dylan. The Memory of Place – A Phenomenology of the Uncanny. 2012. p. 12
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Researching Memory of Place II - About ‘The Oneiric House’ and the term dwelling

Another important reference for my project has been the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard 
(1884 - 1962) and his book the The Poetics of Space (1957). Not that I have been focusing on all of 
aspects of his authorship. I have mainly used his idea of ‘the oneiric house’, which is presented in 
the two first chapters of the book: An inner poetic (archetypical) image of dwelling (or inhabita-
tion) in place established in the early years of ones life on the basis of the physical framework of 
ones ‘original’ or first home4, where one has felt genuine well-being. An ‘image’ that one brings 
along from the past and is able to recognize in new places of possible living or resting. 
 And at the core of this image is the body. It was at the centre when taking in the physical 
surroundings in the past and is thus also in the centre of recalling these memories as lived – as 
bodily habits - when meeting them again in a present (/future) context. But Bachelard also puts 
imagination at the centre of dwelling, as the first house offered the child a quiet and protected 
foundation for dreaming. Daydreaming in the present is thus again able to make the ‘house’ ap-
pear in new forms. The feeling of dwelling represented through the image of the house is thus a 
combination of bodily memory and imagination dreaming of rest. 

An experience, which he again stresses as being of present importance as well:

Now, I realized that this idea of the frst house as an abstract feeling of dwelling or resting in an 
undisturbed ‘spot’ /  ‘corner’ of a place complimented the core of my project very well. My memory 
likewise contained a garden with a house. And this house was not just any house, but a house of 
my childhood. It was not the house I grew up in, but almost the house I grew up in, as I spend nu-
merable hours in this place. Here it might be necessary anticipate the next section by referring to 
a schedule, which I made to sum-up on the three under-questions of the research question, where 
I tried to pin down the emotional qualities of my memory in connection to certain situations and 
materialsB. As you can see in the schedule in the appendix, peace and rest were the exact values I 
ascribed the ‘inside’ of the place (the house). It thus occurred to me that my memory might not be 
as subjective – or at least personal – as I thought. 

“ (…) Vårt mål är därför klart: vi måste visa att huset är en av det mänskliga minnets, 
de mänskliga minnenas och de mänskliga drömmarnas stora integrerande krafter […] 
Det är den första världen för människans väsen. Innan människan ‘kastas ut I världen’, 
som de finka metafysikerna predikar, läggs hon I husets vagga. […] Livet börjar bra, 
det börjar kringgärdet, skyddat, varmt och ombonat I husets sköte. (...)5

“(...) Finner vi inta I själva verket I våra egna hem små utrymmen och hörn där vi tyck-
er om att krypa in? Krypa in tillhör fenomenologin för verbet bo. Bare den som har 
förstått att krypa in bor med intensiv närvaro (...)”6

4   Bachelard, Gaston. Rummets poetik (Swedish translation, Novapress Lund, 2000), Presses Universitaires de France, 1957. p. 44.
5   Bachelard, Gaston. Rummets poetik (Swedish translation, Novapress Lund, 2000), Presses Universitaires de France, 1957. p. 45
6   Bachelard, Gaston. Rummets poetik (Swedish translation, Novapress Lund, 2000), Presses Universitaires de France, 1957. p. 39.
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But that the emotional qualities that I had taken with me from the place, and which I remembered 
bodily, was in fact a quite general early existential feeling of ‘dwelling’. This became even more 
clear to me through an interview I did with my brother for the spring exhibition publicationA2. 
Even though I first and foremost saw the project as a personal project about my memory of place I 
still chose to interview him in order to test if my approach to memory of place (being emotionally 
founded in sensed-based experiences) was applicable to others than myself. 

And surprisingly I recognized the exact same emotions as I had ascribed to the place myself in his 
answers and those emotions were likewise founded in sense-based experiences of material close-
ness. Since my brother and me are quite different I had not expected this. I had actually expected 
him to pick out other values – and maybe another way of remembering instead of the detailed 
descriptions of material qualities. This again underlined Bachelards relevance to my project and 
made it clear to me that my project might be about illustrating a subjective memory of a ‘first’ 
place, but that this memory possibly could include others (the viewers) as well as general existen-
tial reference to their own past of dwelling.

Sub-conclusions on the theoretical research

Through my research I had now reached two points of theoretical importance for my project:

1. That memory of place – of places in general - serves as an anchor in time for ones identity and 
connects you with emotional insights of a certain time and place through embodiment. 
In other words: Through the sensed materiality of the place you reach certain feelings of the past. 
I would therefore need to have a closer look at my situational memories in order to conclude on 
that specifc blend of emotion and materiality, that my memories of the specifc place consist of.

2. The memory of ones ‘first’ place of living often constitutes itself as an inner ‘image of 
dwelling’ that one keeps as a reference point when inhabiting new places. It is a bodily pre-under-
standing of ‘dwelling’ – of being at rest / in peace / sheltered. The feelings of my memory of that 
exact place might therefore not be very personal in its emotional insights because the memory of 
the place is a memory of a frst experienced place. My memory might in fact be a quite common 
existential condition.

Researching Memory of Place III - Sense-based art as inspiration 

From here I will continue to the more practical research that I did. Here two works of art with a 
focus on the memory of place as based on material sensing have been of great importance to me. 
Firstly, Virginia Woolf’s essay A Sketch of The Past (1939)7, where she focuses on the memory of a 
day at the beach. She does not remember her father and her playing in the water, which she would 
otherwise ascribe high social value, but instead remembers sensed-based impression of humming 
bees in a garden on the way to the beach. 

7 Woolf, Virginia. A Sketch of The Past .1939. The extract is borrowed from J. McConkey’sThe Anatomy of Memory – An Anthology, 1996.
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Impressions she links to certain insights, and thus ends up concluding that memories are bound 
up on the connection between a sensed place and the time of an important insight in connection 
to ones identity at the given moment. A reasoning that I found linked well with my understanding 
of memory of place as a phenomena that holds certain insights (or values) for me in the present, 
through a memory of materiality.
 Secondly, Andrei Tarkovsky’s film-memoirs Zerkalo / Mirror (1975) is a long time favourite 
of mine and although being a complex piece of work, that also includes collective memory by us-
ing newsreel footage, it has specific scenes that I believe relate to my project. The main example is 
one specifc scene in which Tarkovsky uses the technique of slow motion to highlight the ‘material-
ity’ of the childhood surroundings.8 

And in a not so thematic category – but none the less relevant as a practical expression – I have 
furthermore been interested in the works of the Italian Arte Povera movement of the 60’s as well 
of works of the contemporary Canadian artist Jon Pylypchuk: 

Jon Pylypchuk, 2006

Mario Merz (Arte Povera)

Pino Pascali (Arte Povera)

8   Tarkovsky, Andrei. Mirror, 1975. Scene at: 01:14:36 – 01:17:12 
He films the wind sweeping over trees and bushes, blowing away heavy and therefore slow-moving objects on an unstable wooden table 
and making the wet laundry move like lazy waves. And by doing so he gives the materials ‘speaking time’. He dwells at something that would 
normally serve as a background for the drama of the characters and makes this the character. Especially this scene has therefore been an 
inspiration to my work with materials as the characters of the story.
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The Arte Povera movement caught my interest because of their human-scale objects made of 
everyday-like materials shaped in abstract forms hinting to actual functional objects. Art pieces 
that the viewer thus is able to connect to in a direct bodily way because of her/his pre-understan-
ding of materials and forms from his/her own life. Something that I also think counts for Jon Pylyp-
chuk’s work. Even though his work relates more to fabels and worlds of imagination, I would argue 
that the unpretentious materials he uses makes it easier for his work to ‘come alive.’

PROCESS
Process description - Three steps of expressing the material aspect of my memory 

Finally I will return to the under-questions of the research question and the mentioned schedule 
I made in this connection. Firstly – in order to gather the memories of emotional impact to me – I 
made a series of acrylic paintings of some of these specific situationsC. I here tried to focus on per-
spective as well as material representation, although this didn’t succeed in all of them they still 
helped me to get an overview of the place. They were thus not supposed to serve as final 
illustrations, but as ‘tools’ for me to analyze the emotions and materials of the situation. 
 
From this I then created the schedule as a way of systematizing the placeB. And here I had to make 
a strong distinction between ‘outside’ and ‘inside’, as I reasoned that the values I attached to the 
two spheres were quite different. Something that also occurred to me was the way light played a 
big part of my memory as bringing the materials to live. Apart from feeling the materials – the light 
on the materials was also a quite strong aspect of my memories. Whereas, sound, smell and taste 
didn’t seem to be a part of the actual memory, but more or less would serve as triggers leading 
me to the core memories. At this point I therefore decided to focus on expressing my memory by 
using the materials I had found in it to illustrate the emotions that I connected to the place. And 
this by working with tactility and visuality as the dominating senses of my memory. To sum up on 
what I also mentioned in the introduction, I would thus have to illustrate to spheres of different 
qualities and different materials. One of dwelling/peace/rest – the static inside of the house. And 
one of exploration/interest/discovery – the dynamic outside garden. 

At first I had an idea of ‘illustrating’ this through two very big dwelling heads. One resting in a 
house construction with closed eyes and another one resting in an outside garden starring up 
in the skyD. The heads should be big and of obvious ‘sculptured expression’ (being ‘naive’ or child 
like in their look) as to illustrate that it should show an abstract mental state and not actual (dead) 
humans. Each of them should then ‘dwell’ in a construction of the materials of their sphere. Say, 
inside: Carpet, wood, linoleum and so on. And outside: Cement, greenery, wood and so on. And 
I actually did make the first head in pap mache and plaster with a wooden construction insideE. 
 But already while I was making it it occurred to me that two things was missing in this 
concept. I realized that my understanding of the outside sphere should not be expressed by some-
thing static, even though that it was an ‘awake’ and ‘curious’ static head. The outside sphere should 
be expressed in a much more dynamic way and likewise not appear as ‘tactile’ as the inside. 
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This sphere was not about dwelling in the restful sense of the word, but about dynamics and dis-
covery, which appeared much more visually based to me. 

Although the most important conclusion was that by using the heads to illustrate the understand-
ing of my memory, I was not communicating the strongest aspect of my memory in the most 
optimal way – the bodily aspect. I would be using materials, yes. And the viewer would be able to 
touch the sculpture, yes. But this was somehow still too distant from the core feeling of my memo-
ry. I realized that I would have to activate the viewer bodily in order to communicate the message 
fully. I would have to make the viewer be at peace on the carpet inside and discover the greenery 
of the garden outside. So how to do this? The next section is a description of my final outcome.

Final outcome - Choice of expression

I have already described the exhibited work in the introduction. Three houses to dwell ones head 
in connected to ‘furnitures’ of the material of the house. And additionally an animation of the gar-
den played over the housesF. But I will now try to go through the outcome in a more detailed way:
 I finally chose to solve the problem of the outside sphere by making a dynamic stop-mo-
tion animation of the materials I connected to the site.G Leaves and bushes parting and showing 
new leaves and bushes – and sometimes the appearance of a cement figure. By doing so my aim 
is to express discovery and interest and to keep the expression visual but yet material in its repre-
sentation of ‘actual’ materials (stop motion). Likewise it will be projected in a size that viewer can 
‘step into’ in a direct bodily scale. This I will play (looped) over the three houses in order to make 
a contrast between the dynamic outside and the static inside. Both as a feeling of contrast for the 
viewer ‘tucking’ itself into the house and thus parting with the hectic outside sphere. But also as an 
observed contrast for the viewer seeing other viewers resting in the houses, while the animation 
is played over them. 

For the inside of the houses I chose to focus on an expression of dwellingH. And in this connection 
I have realized that I would not be able ‘just’ to decorate the house walls with the materials of my 
memory, as this easily will be misinterpret as an attempt to create a ‘realistic’ reproduction of my 
memory of the inside house. I would thus have to express ‘dwelling’ even more through the mate-
rials, which I have chosen to do by creating a ‘nest’ or ‘hollow’ for the viewers head to rest in inside 
the house. And additionally by adding a piece of ‘furniture’ of the viewer to rest its body on at the 
same time – in order to get a full bodily interaction with the material. 
 Resting the head shall thus be seen as an illustration of the emotional aspect of my mem-
ory – peace and rest – while the ‘furniture’ will serve as a material closeness to the whole body. 
Now, the materials I chose for the three houses are loosely build over three situations of dwelling 
in my memory of the house: Standing on the kitchen foor of linoleum, lying on the living room 
foor carpet and resting against the wooden wall in the bathroom. All three memories of great 
‘peace’ and I therefore took the freedom of using the materials freely by not sticking to the exact 
materials of the exact rooms.
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Now, just like Bachelard also points out9, it is impossible to communicate the exact poetic inner 
image of a remembered place to another person. I can only point out the general circumstances 
that I think accounts for my memory of the place: That my memory of this place consists of a feel-
ing of certain emotions – peace and discovery - anchored in a bodily experience of the materials 
of the physical surrounding. I can not translate a total understanding of my memory into my work 
and will thus have to fail on the initial aim of the research question. But I can illustrate how I under-
stand the general appearance of my memory. I can illustrate the structures that define my memory 
of place. And by doing so maybe my work also becomes recognizable to others than myself? By 
portraying a place which is very alike Bachelard’s notion of the ‘original’ house, which exists as an 
existential ‘wish to dwell’ for every human, maybe this will echo in the viewer? 
 But also by illustrating an outside world in contrast to this. Not as a negative contrast to 
the peace of the house, but as a world that has something different to offer – interesting possibili-
ties worth discovering - and which might bring you to new places of dwelling? Maybe the installa-
tion will function as a ‘retreat in time’ to the places of the viewers past? Although most of all I hope 
that it will work more as a reflection upon feelings of rest in the now.

IN RETROSPECT
Thoughts on the examination

I had many doubts about how to present the project at the examination. 
I wanted the search on how to express my memory - my attempts with various types of media 
- and the thoughts I had been around in relation to the appearance of my inner memory to be 
raised to the same level as the ‘final work’ - the installation. In other words: I wanted to stress that 
my project was a research project - only with a late interest and emphasis on bodily memory.
Therefore I decided to present many of the steps leading towards the installation at the exam.
 Another decision I made was in relation to the time aspect my process. Since I had been 
around different media and thoughts in my process - then the building of the houses and the edit-
ing of the video were to be done within a very defined time frame in the end of the process. At the 
exam I was therefore far from finished with the work in total, but put an efford into finishing up 
one of the ‘house objects’ completely, since I thought is was important that the audience would be 
able to engange physically in order to understand the intended outcome.

The examnination in itself was a positive experience, where I found great interest in hearing the 
comments of both opponent, teachers and other listeners. I got the feeling that the process driven 
presentation that I had chosen for the examination was the right format for my project. Afterwards 
I got quite a few comments from fellow students that had found it interesting to get an insight in 
the details of my process in relation to their own ways of working with visual expression and the 
choices made in this connection. Something that also led to an important general discussion of 
what to present of the work on the exhibition in order to understand my work.

9   Bachelard, Gaston. Rummets poetik (Swedish translation, Novapress Lund, 2000), Presses Universitaires de France, 1957. p. 53.
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The talk with the opponent was likewise very giving. Through her questioning I got the feeling 
that she had made a real efford to understand the theoretical background of the project, which 
made the questions very relevant and ‘to the point’. A fluent talk with an insider of my world, were 
I (to my own surprise, I was very nervous) got very eager to answer each question. I especially 
remember her asking about the senses. How I would control the sense-triggers that other people 
would get by interacting with my work and if this control was of importance to me. Especially in 
connection to smell and sound, which I had not been focusing on in my work, but which were 
inevitable factors none the less. When being asked this question it occured to me that all sensed 
aspects would benefit to the experience. Even aspects that didn’t correspond with the common 
historical framework of my memory. It occured to me that the project was both personal and 
highly general at the same time and that this generalness - as well as the randomness that lies in 
this term - was something that I should embrace as an extra quality. That an open sensing trigger-
ing some sort of relation to place in the viewer would be a positive outcome. Now, I had thought 
of this openess of my work before the presentation, but I became extra aware of it when talking 
about the involuntary sense-triggers of smell and hearing.

Besides the talk with the opponent I also received other comments from the audience that I found 
interesting: For instance the comparision of the object, where one is supposed to lie down, with 
the well-known Freudian couch (Sigmund Freud). A similarity that had been completely unintend-
ed from my side, but that I none the less found to be quite suitable. Especially since Bachelard 
in his theories about the ‘first house’ was very influenced by the psychoanalytic thinking of Carl 
Gustav Jung. 
 And also, during the talk with the audience, I went into a discussion of the objects being 
‘non-objects’ in an autonomic functional or aesthetical sense. In the presentation I had stressed 
the importance of my objects being ‘furniture like’ but not furniture. More like objects ‘to rest ones 
body upon’. My intention with the three objects was not to create objects that should live a life ‘in 
themselves’, but rather to create something belonging to the whole experience of the installation. 
The discussion on how to avoid the reading of the objects as furniture was thus very useful to me 
and made me realize the importance of the construction of each object: That the material transi-
tion between house and ‘object to rest ones body upon’ had to be very fluent in order not to read 
the object as something existing independently.

Thoughts on the exhibition

Now, as already mentioned I had chosen only to display a part of the project on the exhibition: 
An installation reflecting upon my bodily memory of the place. This choice had been discussed at 
the examination, where it was mentioned that this would make the project appear less research-
based and would cancel out its ‘investigating’ qualities. Although I felt that this was the right so-
lution, since I could not come up with a format that would be able to embrace the very different 
media - from painting to film - in a suitable and natural way by telling ‘the story of investigation’. 
Likewise I had had a special emphasis and interest in bodily memory during the last half of my 
process and thus wanted to present this as the main focus of my work.
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Another thing that had been at constant debate under my project was whether or not to display 
the actual photographs taken by the 12 year old me next to the installation. I reasoned that an 
inclusion could add an interesting time spand to the project. Of then (photos) and now (installa-
tion). That they would represent something seemingly ‘real’ - in their documentative value - but 
still hold a outspoken distance to this realness by being pieces of paper in 90’s photographic qual-
ity. Whereas my thought was that the installation as a manifestation of an inside memory  would 
appear more real and more relevant in its materialized form. 
 Although I finally concluded that there were too many factors, that spoke against this 
relationship between photographs and installation: For instance there was a huge risk that the au-
dience would overlook the restrictions of my project. That they would misinterpret the photos as 
the starting point which led to the expression of the installation. And even if they did understand 
my work method, there would still be a risk that the photographs would appear as a proof on real-
ity. Something that people would seek as an ‘answer’ to whether or not I expressed my memory in 
the ‘right’ way. I believe that photographs tend to hold this authoritative position. Especially within 
environments that have not dealt with a more theoretical approach on photography. My choice 
was therefore finally to exclude the photographs, but let the materialized inner memory speak on 
its own.

What I ended up showing at the Spring Exhibition was therefore the three objects and the film 
presented in a framed space consisting of three wallsI. A setup I was quite satisfied with, but which 
only turned out this way after a lot of practical trouble in relation to the strength of the  extra walls 
versus my two heavy-hanging interactive objects. An issue that I strongly believe could have been 
avoided with better planning and foresight from the curator side, since the curator was informed 
about the format of my work from the beginning, but had not taken this into consideration when 
placing me in the exhibition. Furthermore I also had a lot of trouble finding a projector that had a 
strong enough light source to project at daylight, but finally solved this problem by borrowing an 
(almost) adequate projector from the IT-department and covering off the windows in the roof with 
a tarpaulin. Although - alltogether these purely practical issues of realization came as a surprise 
to me and almost felt like a project in itself, since I ended up spending a tremendous amount of 
energy on this.

The work in function at the exhibition was a really interesting experience to me.
The audience - as expected - did not understand the project as a research project, since there was 
no process material to be found. Although I was aware of this, had accepted it as a choice and 
only mentioned it when people asked for the deeper background of the project. Instead it was of 
greater importance to me that the viewers would understand the installation in itself: 
Understand how memory of place can work as a bodily anchor in time. 
 And in this connection it appeared to me that the visitors actually did understand this 
aspect. Maybe not so much in relation to my personal memory, but very much in relation to own 
experiences of past places. This lack of understanding the details of the project, I think, was very 
much due to the inadequate accessible text material.   
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By the time we should finish the text for the exhibition, which was placed on the wall next to the 
work, I was not very far in process and therefore wrote a very general description of my work. This 
meant, that the details of my work remained unexplained: Why both film and objects? Why these 
exact materials? What kind of senses have I worked with? And so on.

Although - as mentioned - I noticed that this lack of pedagogical information did not stop the 
viewers from actually understanding the overall idea of the installation. Somehow the simple pre-
sentation of the ‘house’ as a general sign and the mentioning of ‘bodily memory’ in the text was 
enough for people to read into the work on a personal level. I certainly got a lot of comments from 
people who were brought back to places from their own past. Both recent past and childhood. 
And what furthermore surprised me was that these people were much older or younger than me 
and that they therefore didn’t necessarily connect to places of the 50’s, which the materials other-
wise mirrored.
 Likewise people tended to react with very strong emotions when dwelling in the houses. 
Either people really felt at rest - which was my intention - or they felt trapped and uncomfortable 
and asked me if my childhood had been like that. I found the negative reaction just as interesting. 
Maybe not in relation to the memory of place, but to how we interpret place in the now from a 
package of previous emotional experiences.

Practically I had been very concerned with the interactiveness of the installation. If the objects 
would actually be used or if people would tend to look at them as artefacts and thus ‘pieces of art’. 
But this concern turned out to be unnecessary, as people interacted with the work in a continuous 
flow. Partly because of social behaviour, since they saw other people doing so, and partly because 
of three ‘demonstration photos’ that I chose to hang by the text. I believe that these photographic 
illustrations broke down the invisible physical wall between the viewer and the work by showing 
another ‘real’ person interacting.
 I was also surprised to find that half of the dedicated viewers were children and that my 
work seemed to appeal to them in a very direct way. I was not prepared for this, as I somehow saw 
children and memory as two opposite terms in relation to time. Of course they might not have 
understood the bigger idea of the work, but I finally reasoned, that my memory of this place had 
been established at the exact age of these children. An age where I was very physically sensing 
and where I was much in the now. Therefore the interest of the children became an assurance to 
me, that the sense-based aspect of the work functioned as intended.

Finally, If I was to change anything in relation to the exhibition, if I for instance was to display the 
work again in a future connection (which I hope to do), then I think it should be to increase the 
information connected to the specific traits of the work. Even though it seemed to trigger peoples 
personal experiences in general, I would have liked to present a bit more detailed information 
about the expression of the work in relation to the specific place that it refers back to. 
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With this information missing I sometimes had the experience that the work became too abstract 
and too art-like for some people. Something I considered to be problematic when my intention 
was to reflect a universally human subject. I could easily explain this when present in the exhibi-
tion at Konstfack. But I noticed that the presence of me as a creator also added to the negative 
aspect of self-consciousness in the audience. People did not dare to interact in the same way when 
I was there. Therefore - for a future context I would like to increase the conrete information on the 
work, but to decrease my own presence and let the installation work on its own.

Now, the most important insight I have gained through my degree work, has been the recognition 
of the important role embodiment plays as a tool in my work. Both in my degree work, but also in 
my past work. For instance - even when working two-dimensionally - I have often tried to make my 
work accessible to the tactile sensing of the viewer by using photographed or scanned materials. 
Something I have done quite unconsciously, but which I now accept as a way of understanding 
our surroundings through all of our senses and thus recognizing them again when communicated 
to us this way. No matter the abstractness of the subject I believe that work speaking to several of 
the senses makes involvement easier for the viewer because of a higher degree of recognization 
based on the viewers previous bodily interaction with the world. Something that of course espe-
cially applies to my specific interest in illustrating worlds of fiction.
 The subject ‘memory of place’ has without doubt been an eye-opener to me in its theo-
retical wideness, but I believe that what I take with me from this project most of all is a method of 
working with direct bodily understanding of various phenomena. Hopefully something that I can 
make use of in connection to the different subjects of my future practice. 
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APPENDIX

A1 PROCESS DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRST PART OF THE PROJECT

Researching Memory - Initial theoretical & practical studies

If I should summarize on the outcome of this first part of the project, then my essential 
experience was that my memories occurred to be flexible in inner appearance. Some-
thing I did not expect to discover as a key issue in the project. I did expect it to appear 
distorted and altered by time, but I still believed that this altered appearance would be 
able to function as a constant in my project, whereas the way of expressing this appear-
ance would be the flexible part of it. 
 That both sides of the project turned out to be adjustable was therefore some-
thing I only realized in the middle of the project and which became the end of the first 
phase and the beginning of the next.

In general this first phase was therefore a very formal phase in the sense that I was fo-
cusing more on expression than content. Being aware of the wideness of the subject – 
mostly discussed within psychology, neuropsychology and philosophy - I started out by 
narrowing in the terminology of 'memory' in a way common to all fields of specifcation. 
It was quite obvious that I was not dealing with 'collective memory', but 'individual 
memory', and as an under-categorization of this episodic memory – or with a more con-
temporary term 'autobiographical memory'1, since I was focusing on a memory relating 
to my personal history.  
 I would thus not be dealing with the other forms of individual memory such as 
the factual form known as 'semantic memory', which is connected to the concept of lan-
guage and general knowledge. Neither would I deal with 'procedural memory' or 'habit 
memory' that describes the memory we use unconsciously when performing automatic 
skills.

Another initial – and quite general - clarifcation was the one of understanding memory 
as a mediated phenomena, that somewhat adjusts to the present autobiographical nar-
ration of a person. Something that I already assumed from the start by focusing on how 
the expression of my memory would have developed. I was hereby already expecting it 
to be different from its actual starting point in a realistic experience of place.
There seem to be a general interpretation of memory as a debated and changing version 
of ones past experiences and not a 'realistic proof' that one is able to bring forth at all 
times and study as a static form2. In relation to the current consensus between science 
and humanities on this assumption, Jakob Lund from Århus University notes in Erindrin-
gens Æstetik (2011):

(...) […] efterhånden som der blandt erindringsforskere – ikke blot humanistiske, men 
også neurofysiologer og neurobiologer - har dannet sig en konsensus om, at erindring 
er en kulturel konstruktion i nutiden, mere end det er et arkiverings- og genfindnings-
system, hvorfra fortiden umedieret kan hentes frem (…)3

1 Den Store Danske – Gyldendals Encyklopædi mentions that the term 'autobiographical memory' has gained ground as a descrip-
tion with a more personal approach instead of the term 'episodical memory' during the 80's. www.denstoredanske.dk
Trigg, Dylan. The Memory of Place – A Phenomenology of the Uncanny. 2012. p.50
2 Schachter, Daniel L. Sökandet efter minnet – hjärnan, psyket och det förfutna, 1996, p.17
Standford Encyclopedia of Philosophy is also dealing with memory as a constructive process in the article about memory.www.
plato.stanford.edu
3Lund, Jakob. Erindringens Æstetik, 2011. p. 16
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Acrylic painting
Non-memory, upstairs

APPENDIX

A1 I was therefore basing my work on the definition of memory as a autobiographical and 
mediated construction of a present self-image. But as earlier mentioned I did not en-
gage in what kind of memories of the place, that presented themselves to me and why. 
 Leaning on a general psychoanalytical idea of memory as a ‘deceiving’ con-
struction4 made me approach my own memory with a skeptical and quite relativistic 
attitude, thinking that whatever appearances of my memory I would engage in, they 
would only be ‘the top of the iceberg’ in relation to my self image. Thus not an aspect 
that I would ever be capable of / or had a wish to investigate in a project. This again led 
me to the following approach: Rather than thinking what kind of memories that ap-
peared to me with a feeling of importance, I thought about the various way of which the 
memory could / could not appear to me and most of all - how to express this.

Something that is very clear in my frst visualization of the place, where I am focused on 
describing non-memory (the aspects of the place that I do not remember) - instead of 
the memory that I actually posses – by painting the ‘black holes’ of my memory:
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In this case the upstairs-rooms of the house, which all appear as a blurry darkness in 
my mind. But what is also notable in this connection is the fact that I have chosen to 
illustrate the house from high above and not from an actual in-place perspective. This 
speaks of my formal distance to the memory. It is notable that I did not consider how the 
perspective in this case adjusted to the unengaged purpose of which I confronted the 
memory. Something, which Freud also has been commenting on by making a distinc-
tion between observer-memory and field-memory5. A theory that was tested thorough-
ly as late as in 1983 and which confirms that the perspective of a remembering person 
is depending on what the person is expecting to gain from the memory. Is the memory 
being brought forward in order to achieve emotional benefits, then the person is likely 
to remember the situation in-place (field-memory). And in contrast, if the recalling of a 
memory is happening in order to remember actual facts, then the person is likely to see 
the situation from a distant overview6. Hence, at the same time as I am pre-occupied 
with the non-appearance of my memory, I am additionally revealing my own distant 
engagement in the memory through the perspective.
 Subsequently I started working with the issue of translating my actual memory 
into a visual reproduction that would ‘mirror’ what I did remember ‘directly’. Again, un-
consciously, I painted sceneries seen from the ‘outside’ – as if painting an interior setting 
for a film, where I had removed possible walls or other obstacles to get a full view into 
the room. But what I am really pre-occupied with in this connection is the ‘inner’ compo-
sition of the image – the level of abstraction – realizing that a sought realism might be 
more ‘fictive’ than abstractions of color and form. In the two juxtaposed paintings of the 
upstairs-bathroom I am thus questioning the realistic looking image, since I inevitably 
will tend to use my imagination to place objects as if it looked like that in lack of memory 
of details. The conclusion I settle on is that the abstract picture relates more directly to 
the appearance of my inner memory by indicating rather than inventing.

4 Lund, Jacob. Erindringens Æstetik – Essays. 2011. p. 14
5 Schachter, Daniel L. Sökandet efter minnet – hjärnan, psyket och det förfutna, 1996, p.33
6 Trigg, Dylan. The Memory of Place – A Phenomenology of the Uncanny. 2012. p. 63 
Trigg aslo comments on this and uses a trip to Slovenia as an example.

Two acrylic paintings, 
About composition, bathroom

APPENDIX

A1
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Although as a next step I moved on to work with the dynamic aspect of my memory, as 
I believed that some memories were structured through visual associations of phenom-
ena’s – such as light. This I experimented with in a series of associations that functioned 
almost like a conceptual camera-tour through my memory of the place. 
 Working with the memory of ‘light phenomena’ I painted sun in clear sky, light 
through pear tree, light spots on grass in shadow from tree, light on whitewashed wall 
and kitchen window and light through window into dark kitchen. I then printed the im-
ages on transparent flm and experimented with their overlapping fow by placing them 
on a light table in different chain-structures and photographing them: 

Again with a kept distance in perspective by visualizing the singular memories by look-
ing for a framing that would fit the motif aesthetically, rather than from a subjective 
point of view. I called this format ‘memory-chains’ and continued working with flows of 
associations in the last two steps of this phase.
 At first in an animated film pre-occupied both with memory chains (but less 
thematic) but also with the feeling of somethings appearing visually stronger and thus 
bigger than other aspects of my memory:

Test with transparent film (acrylic paint) on light table

Still from animation
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Here a big yellow stone in the garden, that I was very fond of as a child, since it reminded 
me of the moon. Although the outcome of the animation had several weak points to it, 
what I did find useful was working with the film medium as a dynamic medium in itself 
(frames per second) and my attempt to show something that appeared of subjective 
value and thus bigger visual importance. Without being fully aware of it, in that exact 
aspect of the stone, I started to turn the project in a more subjective direction by ap-
proaching my memory to look for something that meant something to me instead of 
just looking at its general appearance.

Now secondly, the last test I did in the frst phase was live-action filming, where I filmed 
‘real’ materials. I returned to ‘light’ as a theme and tested filming the isolated way in 
which light falls on materials, with the aim of capturing the flow from one associative 
memory to the next better:

But at the same time considering the possible quality that the film medium could add 
the other way around: My thought was that the inherent dynamic qualities of the me-
dium could ‘raise’ the filmed phenomena into some sort of importance, exactly through 
an opposite dwelling on the phenomena in time7+8. I did not want the surroundings to 
be present, but wanted to catch the contact between the phenomena of light in itself. 

Even though my actual motivation for filming was the medium and the light, it was 
therefore a surprise when my dissatisfaction with the (fake) materials occurred to me as 
the most essential experience. Both the ‘grass’ and the carpet were not the ‘real thing’ but 
stand-ins I had found, since I believed their role to be secondary.

7  A tool I have seen used by Andrei Tarkovsky in the film Zerkalo/Mirror from 1975, which can be read as Tarkovsky’s memoirs. The 
effect of ‘dwelling’ is here especially notable in the ‘dream scene’ (time: 01:14:36 – 01:17:12) where he flms wind in trees and other 
objects in slow-motion, which make their appearance that more ‘intensive’. He gives the flmed objects ‘time’ - so to speak.
8  But which I also think is present in the flm A torinói ló / Turin Horse (2011) by Béla Tarr and Ágnes Hranitzky in its opening scene, 
where a horse is being flmed from all possible angles – possibly stretched in time as well - and thus “dwelled”at.

Four stills from film
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This is when the turn happened, which came to define the rest of the project.
Up until this point my tests of expression had been focused solely on a two-dimensional 
representation of memory. But through the last two tests I realized how big a role ma-
teriality played in my memory of this place. It occurred to me that through all the differ-
ent visualizations of the place materiality was one of the aspects of my memory that I 
never doubted. The bodily experience of specific materials appeared as an anchor in my 
memories and as something very emotionally true to me. This takes me back to the issue 
about subjectivity and self-image.

I realized, that it was impossible to ignore the emotional connection that I have to the 
place when portraying my present memory. I am shaped by this place and this shines 
trough in the strong memory I have about certain specifc materials and the feelings I 
connect to them. To me they represent the atmosphere of the place and thus all have 
very strong affections attached to them, that appeal to me today in their representa-
tional value. In connection to this I also realized that the appearance of my memory 
was strongly adjustable to what purpose I approached it with from my present point in 
time.  
 Up until this point my approach had been very detached and I understood that 
in order to make the most true present portrait of the place – out of the many possible 
visual expressions – I had to be subjective in my approach: I had to stop and think about 
the set of values that I connected to the place today in order not to be dragged around 
by the inner appearance of more or less detached appearances of memory. Even with 
the fear of bringing up quite common and trite emotions.
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I am here citing the conclusion of the interview with my brother Kristian Gram Sloth
from the publication, We Need To Talk (Storytelling graduates - spring 2013):

“(...) 

Now, I believe that I owe the reader a brief sum-up on this turbulent mixture of thoughts in 
order to open up for a general understanding: Basically I find the individuality of the memoires 
the most notable aspect in relation to my project – especially because they are strikingly similar 
at the same time. It is interesting that neither my brother or I have any remembrance of the 
other sibling even though our (late) consciousness tells us that the other person must have 
been there. Especially in relation to the fact that both of us rate 'playing' (which one normally 
would consider a social act including someone in the same age group) as our top-one activity. 
 Likewise, we both remember our grandparents in relation to ourselves and not in con-
nection to each other as a couple or the other sibling. It is in both cases a clearly self-centred 
and personal memory that appears.

When looking at my brother and I today, I see two quite different characters. Indeed we share 
some common traits, but (luckily) we consist of just as many opposite interests. I was never a 
major fan of Champions League or hardcore science - and I expected these differences in our 
personalities to show when juxtaposing our memories. But for some reason we remember this 
place in a very identical way, which does not seem to have been infuenced by our early I's.   
What we remember is somewhat different. (Apple tree versus pear tree, question 1. Or that my 
brother have a memory of watching Dallas, question 6. Huh!?). Our focus points are selective, 
but how we remember is alike and takes me back to what I wanted to investigate by interview-
ing Kristian. When asking my brother to describe the perspective from which he sees the main 
aspects of the place, he immediately starts to describe the warm and dry cement with cracks, 
the smell of the apples in the autumn and the feeling of the loose table top. His senses seem – 
like in my case - to act as a foundation for his memory. And furthermore, the values he attach 
to the place are almost identical to mine. Just like me he associates the inside with peace. And 
quite similar to me he associates the outside - the pond and tree - with curiosity/awe, while I 
associates the greenery with interest.

Kristian carries around an isolated memory of the place. A world in which he is at the centre of 
experiencing, just as I am in my memory of this place. He is at peace at the kitchen table and cu-
rios in the garden pond. I am at peace on the living room carpet and interested in the greenery. 
It is obvious that my brother dwells in this place too, which makes me wonder if my memory is 
as personal as I thought?

Maybe this memory is – here hinting to Bachelard - a very general human experience? 
An establishment of a representative image of a frst world in the way it is sensed and in the feel-
ing of dwelling (peace) that it is ascribed? An image that we carry with us to all future places of 
living and that we are able to relate to again and again. 

The question would now be: Where do you dwell?

(...)”
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Overview of my memory of place
Attempt to systematize materials and emotions connected to the two settings

wood carvings
of oak

black marble
stained glass

grey carpet
teak wood

porcelain tiles

decorated wood

laminated wood

brown-stained wood

soil

various perennial plants

casted cement
stones

various fruit trees

various 
eatable plants

whitewashed walls / chalk lath fence

cement tiles

tools of iron 
and wood

GARDEN

Outside

Dynamic

Discovery
Interest
Vitality

Exploration

HOUSE

Inside

Static

Peace
Dwelling

Contemplation
Rest

C
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Sketch with pen, inside sphere

Acrylic sketch, outside sphere
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F

Construction of plaster, papier mache and wood

Sketch on planned exhibition setup
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Still from visual with all sculptures present

H

Object I
Memory: Leaning against wood
Matrials: Satined wood
Test person: Kent
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Object II
Memory: Standing on linoleum
Materials: Linoleum, varnished
wood and tapestry.
Test person: Kent

Object III
Memory: Lying on carpet
Materials: Teak wood, carpet and tapestry
Test person: Kent
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Exhibition, documentation photo
Test persons: Kent, Istvan and Christian
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(...)

Fredag - lørdag d. 11./12. januar

Jeg er startet med at anvende akrylmaling. Det falder mig mest naturligt, da mit minde synes at bestå af en masse farver, som skal 
rammes præcist. Fx mindet om det grønne badeværelse – komponenterne er udflydende, jeg kan ikke huske præcis hvad det 
bestod af - men jeg husker genstandenes farve.

Vigtigt at afstå fra hele tiden at forsøge at skabe konsensus – hele tiden at forsøge at ”realisere korrekt”. F.eks. tegne rum som de 
”kunne have været”. Jeg skal være tro mod det fragmentariske.

Det er gået op for mig, at dette projekt afrunder min arbejdsmetode på væsentlig vis, idet jeg opretholder en åben tilgang til de 
forskellige medier. Det er nok hvad, som egentlig kendetegner min metode: Den er stærkest knyttet til idéen og ikke så meget til 
mediet. Igennem årene har jeg arbejdet med: Koncept, illustration, installation, film, animation og fotografi – dette projekt, som det 
sidste på uddannelsen, fastslår derfor at jeg arbejder bedst i krydsfeltet mellem teknikker.

Mandag - huske og kigge efter:
Proust (afsnittet med bedstemoderen)
Maurice Merleau-Ponty – kroppens fænomenologi
Chris Marker – Immemory (filminstituttet)
Jean Baudrillard

Søndag d. 13. januar

Det fungerer ikke det her med malingen. Det er som om jeg bevidst forsøger at male et ”billede” i de rette proportioner mere end 
en ”stemning”. Jeg ”finder på” ting, som hvis jeg lavede et hvilket som helst fiktivt værk. Placerer møbler, hvor jeg tænkte, de kunne 
have stået osv. Dette er ikke 
Jeg bliver nødt til at gøre op med mig selv hvad det er jeg vil vise. Om jeg vil sammenligne noget jeg tror er den realistiske gengiv-
else med hvad der faktisk var … Eller om jeg vil sammenligne en stemning af et sted med de detaljer jeg ville tage med mig.

Jeg har mest koncentreret mig om overetagen på huset. Specielt eftersom, hvordan det for mig består af brun, olivengrøn og hvid 
… På dette punkt kan malingen fungere godt. Der er ingen materialegenkendelse (andet end træ, linoleumsgulv og plastik) – men 
mere en fornemmelse af visse farver.

-------------

Samtale med Joanna: Ønsket om at gengive det REELLE følelse af mindet, snarere end en søgt realisme. Jeg skal huske at dokumen-
tere fravalg i illustrationerne, hvad virker, hvad virker ikke. Som proces skal jeg forsøge at gestalte denne sværhed ved at gengive 
noget indre. VISE det, mere en fortælle det her. Huske fotografere.

-------------

Jeg kom til at tænke på ideen, at bygge dele af min hukommelse fysisk og filme dem, som små loopende scener – evt reel film (stop 
motion) eller animation. Disse skulle så køre som en samlet samtidig installation (fx projekteret ovenpå de gamle fotografier.) Dette 
vil dog medføre at jeg må foretage en udvælgelse af minder om stedet... Men hvad siger også at en forsøgt fysisk model af stedet 
skulle være mere ”korrekt” end få fragmenter af tyngde.

-------------

Nye opståede minder, (der kommer hele tiden flere detaljer på. Jeg kan konkludere at mindet altså ikke er statisk som noget kon-
verseret, men kan udvides ved koncentration. Det er altså ikke som et museum af en fikseret helhedsoplevelse: 
- Mindet om vindueskarmen og kikkerten.
- Mindet om et rullegardin i køkkenet
- Mindet om vuggen i det store rum
- Mindet om den blomsterede broderede taburet ved fjernsynet

-------------

Mindet som grundsten i ens identitet. Man husker som et ønske om at fastholde en kontinuerlig fornemmelse af sig selv gennem 
forskellige stadier – erfaringen, som gør jeg'et. Hvis man intet huskede ville man kunne genopfinde sig selv hver dag. Erindringen er 
på den måde både en hæmsko (man påmindes også om dårlige oplevelser) og en bekræftelse. 
Blomsterne – interesse for naturen
Indgange til nye steder / det andet / andre verdener / åbne sind
Idéen om at man husker efter OPMÆRKSOMHED. Det man har fæstet sig ved, har haft en bestemt BETYDNING for én... Måske både 
en formen af sin identitet, men også at man tager et visuelt EKSTRAKT med, der på den ene eller anden måde responderer med 
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Tirsdag d. 15. januar

Tidsfornemmelsen er blandet sammen: Tiden før mormor, tiden efter mormor. Det må have set anderledes ud. Derfor jeg er 
forvirret over visse elementer. 
Fornemmelsen for årstiderne er desuden også svær. Jeg husker næsten ikke vinter/tidligt forår. Jeg husker ingenting goldt eller 
tilsneen, men mest den evige frodighed. Dermed også det landskab, som man kunne blive væk i og gemme sig i. 
Som repræsenterede et utal af mulige tilgange og historier. Ikke det åbne og overskuelige landskab.

De teknikker jeg skal bruges skal linkes til hvordan jeg bedst muligt kan udtrykke kendetegnene ved de minder jeg har. 
Fange aspekter:

MALING / TEGNING – det uspecifikke/glemte detaljer

BYGGERI – skala, niveau, plan, materiale

FILM / FOTOGRAFI – lys, bevægelse

Der er et modsætningsforhold i at skulle forsøge at udtrykke det indre 1:1 samtidig med at jeg skal reflektere over dette 
i billederne. Denne refleksion må næsten køre som en parallel dokumentation???????

Måske er den ”sande gengivelse” ikke altid det der ligner mit minde mest?
For det kan alligevel aldrig komme til at ligne det komplet! For mit indre minde er ikke om et landskab, som et udsnit, som en 
framing af et perspektiv … Det er opgjort af mange ting på én gang. Når jeg fx tænker på pæretræet og de farlige klaser – på 
skalaen - så tænker jeg også skyggen af pæretræet, på lysflimmeret i græsset og pærerne som ligger der – på en lys/farve-for-
nemmelse. På hvordan de smagte (melede). Samtidigt med at jeg tænker på en solrig dag og huset der lyser i hvid kalk bagved. 
Måske også varmen der stiger fra eternittaget. Og at der er svalt i køkkenet. Og at der er svale citronvand i baghuset. 
Mindet er komplekst og dækker alle steder på én gang. Det er ikke som et traditionelt billede – et fotografi eller maleri af noget 
realistisk- hvis jeg viser det sådan, fx maler træets skala - så snyder jeg også beskueren for den helhedsoplevelse, der ligger i 
tanken om pæretræet som helhed.

På den måde må jeg konkludere at min frygt for den ”forsøgte realisme” - når jeg tegnede rummene ovenpå inkl interiør, som jeg 

ikke huskede placeringen af, 
men gættede mig til – måske ikke er så grundet.
Det gør måske ikke så meget at jeg ”forsøger” eller ”gør fiktivt”, hvis bare det ikke er med ”realismen” til fordel. Altså kan jeg måske 
benytte mig af en mere sand symbolik, end at gengive formsproget i mit egentlige mindre – fordi det opsummerer mindet bedre.

Er usikker på om jeg har grebet det forkert an ved at forsøge at gengive rigtige ”steder” - male overetagen, male pæretræet... Når 
de er så knyttede til andre ting – når det hele er forbundet i en kompleks stemning – så fungerer det måske bedre at arrangere 
minderne efter en form for ”symbolsk kategorisering”. Male lys, male huller/indgange, male skalaforhold osv.

Onsdag d. 16. januar

Jeg kom på dette:

REALISTISK (FIKTIV) GENGIVELSE      

UREALISTISK  FIKTIV GENGIVELSE

Måske er det ikke forkert at skabe ”fiktion”. Det er alligevel en umulighed at at fange helheden af mindet. Jeg har malet to tegn-
inger (af det øvre toilet), hvor jeg afsøger de to teknikker parallelt.

Maleriet er ikke den optimale effekt til at udtrykke min erindring. Det bliver alt for specifikt og statisk. Tendens til en billedlig-
gørelse/framing, som jeg ikke synes er passende.

Hvad præcist vil jeg have at seeren skal forstå ved mit minde?
- vil jeg vise stemninger, måske ret løsrevne fra stedet som sådan?
- vil jeg vise et reelt sted, som beskueren kan have mulighed for at træde ind i eller genkende?

Der er forskel på:
- Om jeg vil udføre 12-årige Katrines ønske om at genskabe præcist. Dvs. tilstræbe en realisme, som jeg tror det kunne have 
været, men med forbehold for eventuelle ”fejl”/huller i hukommelsen.
- Om jeg vil genskabe ud fra den reelle hukommelse – dvs. måske ikke et hus med en overetage, men et halvt hus.

(...)


